
tigerlily isn’t just a stage name, it’s Tigerlily’s real name. “I was born in the Chinese year of the tiger and my
parents mistakenly thought Tigerlily would be a popular name that year,” she explains with a laugh. Tigerlily
grew up in Seattle, the grandchild of immigrants from North Korea and Japan. As expected by her family, she got
straight A’s, but her passion was always music. 

“In fifth grade they asked everyone, ‘what do you want to be when you grow up?’ And I put down, ‘a
rockstar, and if that doesn’t work out, an ice cream taster." After years of trying to recruit bandmates on the
playground, she convinced her younger sister and cousin to pick up drums and bass and make a dream-pop grunge
band. That band, Bleachbear, went on to be named "Seattle's Best Underage Band" by Seattle Weekly and
featured on KEXP, The Seattle Times, and numerous other TV and radio shows. They were finalists in Sound Off!,
the Pacific Northwest’s biggest battle of the bands, and released their first record at just thirteen and fifteen
years old. Hall of Fame DJ Marco Collins stumbled across the album and wrote, “MY GOD! That voice. Do
yourself a favor, press play on the band’s new record, ‘Lost Parade,’ and become enchanted." Still, she says
the coolest moment was performing in front of Krist Noveselic of Nirvana, since that was always her favorite band.

Just when Bleachbear was at its peak, however, tigerlily decided to give up music and live abroad in Barcelona,
London, and Medellin. “We’d been playing every weekend for years, performing with bands like La Luz and
Deep Sea Diver, but I couldn’t shake the feeling I’d never make it in music… we were teenage Asian girls
in an industry dominated by old, male rock bands. It was badass, but I always felt out of place.” The
sexism she encountered was also discouraging. “Something that stuck with me was, when we did Sound Off!,
the judge’s feedback mostly had to do with our appearances. I was onstage doing guitar solos, singing,
playing bass and piano, yet people still only wanted to talk about ‘how cute’ I am rather than take my
music seriously.” 

So, she went somewhere she felt she would fit in: business school. And she did; she founded Fordham’s Women in
Business club and graduated summa cum laude with the Alumni Chair Award. Graduating, however, she says, “I
felt terrible since I’d been putting all my energy into something that wasn’t my passion.” She also had an
‘aha moment’ writing her Senior thesis: a gendered analysis of top 10 songs on the Billboard Hot 100 over the past
three years. “I found gender differences are significant: out of all the artists in the study, only 19.38% were
female. But more shockingingly, I discovered that there were no female Asian artists represented and
only 1.96% of male artists were Asian. That’s when it clicked why I never felt music was for me: because
nobody I looked up to in music looked like me! It goes for any industry… if you’re Black and walk into
Princeton and see almost everyone is white, you’ll think it’s not for you. If you’re Asian and go to any big
music festival in the US and don’t see a single Asian artist, you’re going to believe being a major artist
isn’t for you.”

After that, tigerlily threw herself back into music. She worked with acclaimed Seattle producers Nima Skeemz and
Elan Wright, whose credits include Macklemore, Travis Thompson, and Parisalexa. She opened for Grammy-
nominated duo Social House and over 1,000 fans tuned into her debut release party. “I’m doing this for me, of
course, but I’m also doing it for the old me and all the other Asian-American kids who grow up
subconsciously believing that being a successful artist isn’t for them since they don’t see anyone who
looks like them; who grow up not being proud of their Asian heritage. I want Asian-American girls to see
me and believe they can be a popstar if they want, they can be a rockstar, they can be whoever they
dream to be.”
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